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Abstract: In the current study, distance-based topological invariants, namely the Wiener number
and the topological roundness index, were computed for graphenic tori and Klein bottles (named
toroidal and Klein bottle fullerenes or polyhexes in the pre-graphene literature) described as closed
graphs with N vertices and 3N/2 edges, with N depending on the variable length of the cylindrical
edge LC of these nano-structures, which have a constant length LM of the Möbius zigzag edge.
The presented results show that Klein bottle cubic graphs are topologically indistinguishable from
toroidal lattices with the same size (N, LC , LM ) over a certain threshold size LC . Both nano-structures
share the same values of the topological indices that measure graph compactness and roundness, two
key topological properties that largely influence lattice stability. Moreover, this newly conjectured
topological similarity between the two kinds of graphs transfers the translation invariance typical
of the graphenic tori to the Klein bottle polyhexes with size LC ≥ LC , making these graphs vertex
transitive. This means that a traveler jumping on the nodes of these Klein bottle fullerenes is no
longer able to distinguish among them by only measuring the chemical distances. This size-induced
symmetry transition for Klein bottle cubic graphs represents a relevant topological effect influencing
the electronic properties and the theoretical chemical stability of these two families of graphenic
nano-systems. The present finding, nonetheless, provides an original argument, with potential future
applications, that physical unification theory is possible, starting surprisingly from the nano-chemical
topological graphenic space; thus, speculative hypotheses may be drawn, particularly relating to the
computational topological unification (that is, complexification) of the quantum many-worlds picture
(according to Everett’s theory) with the space-curvature sphericity/roundness of general relativity, as
is also currently advocated by Wolfram’s language unification of matter-physical phenomenology.
Keywords: graphenic nano-systems; polyhexes; tori; Klein bottle; topo-quantum symmetry

1. Introduction
In 1882, German mathematician Felix Klein (1849–1925) introduced his peculiar “fläshe” (surface),
the Klein bottle (KB), several decades following the discovery of the Möbius strip (M) independently
made by August Ferdinand Möbius and Johann Listing. These two non-orientable surfaces, with genus
1 (M) and 2 (KB), are deeply interrelated: the Klein surface is obtainable by closing in a cylindrical way
the open edges of a Möbius strip. This mechanism explains why the Klein bottle is often defined as
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closing in a cylindrical way the open edges of a Möbius strip. This mechanism explains why the Klein
bottle is often defined as a surface built by “sewing two Möbius strips together” [1–3] in which the
a surface built by “sewing two Möbius strips together” [1–3] in which the Möbius-halves have the
Möbius-halves have the opposite chirality.
opposite chirality.
The next logical step, i.e., connecting a Möbius-like structure to the open edges of the Möbius
The next logical step, i.e., connecting a Möbius-like structure to the open edges of the Möbius
strip, leads to the construction of the projective plane, a surface studied by Klein himself in 1874.
strip, leads to the construction of the projective plane, a surface studied by Klein himself in 1874.
Reference [4] provides illustrations of the various forms of interplay among different surfaces (Figure
Reference [4] provides illustrations of the various forms of interplay among different surfaces (Figure 1).
1).
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Due to repetition, the word “flasche” (bottle) rapidly came into use, and the surface has since been
universally known as the Klein bottle. Indubitably, the KB is a highly attractive topological structure,
not only for theoretical physicists or mathematicians [1,5–8] investigating its unique topological
features, but also for an increasing number of architects and artists who consider the zero-volume
bottle an authentic topological marvel and a source of endless creative inspiration. For those willing to
understand the mechanisms that transform a simple cylinder into the popular “classical inverted sock”
Klein bottle, a helpful pictorial explanation can be found in [9].
KBs are non-orientable surfaces, with a cross-cap number of 2 and an edge number of 0. They can
be easily constructed from Möbius bands (for simplicity, only half-twisted Möbius joints will be
considered herewith), connecting the remaining open edges in a “parallel” manner, i.e., performing the
same operation involved in transforming a rectangle into a cylinder until the structure is completely
glued to a one-sided surface. It is well known that both tori and KBs, having Euler characteristics equal
to 0, may be covered with hexagonal tiles only and without the need for pentagons. They represent,
for this reason, relevant examples of polyhexes, often referred to in the literature as toroidal and Klein
bottle fullerenes. In this graphene era, our preference in this article is to name these surfaces paved
with only hexagonal six-rings, graphenic nano-structures. The creation of polygonal faces with a
number of edges other than six may be achieved using Stone–Wales (SW) rotations on the surface of
these polyhexes to generate pentagon–heptagon pairs or other r-rings with r , 6 by simple iterations of
multiple SW rearrangements. Various isomeric SW mechanisms to create and propagate innumerous
kinds of topological defects in graphenic toroidal lattices have appeared in recent literature [10–14],
and it is important to mention that these are all applicable to the case of graphenic KBs.
Furthermore, these nano-topo structures are related because the nano-surface’s dynamics respect
the graphenic projective plan; as for any nano-variety dynamics, they may be also related with quantum
evolution, inherently at the nano-level. In this respect, although having as the common quantum
nature the nano-confinement structure of space, the molecular topology (more precisely, chemical
graph theory) and nano-architectures in general are sparsely connected with quantum information
(e.g., [15,16]). As such, the classic quote of the quantum physicist Richard Feynman, that “there’s plenty
of room [i.e., enough space] at the bottom”, has remained largely unexplored from the perspective
of a quantum mechanical interpretation. Paradoxically, the Klein bottle structure was identified
as having mathematical links with toroid systems, at least at their 3D immersing level, and with
the quantum mechanical paradigm through the quaternion 4D representation, but not in a straight
quantum (relativistic) dynamical interpretation, with the exception of some inputs in the quantum
frontier-related literature (see the Appendix A). The present topographic endeavor may provide further
insights into such quantum dynamics in the context of the significant interest at present in the potential
future development of a unified science of nano-space shapes with consequences for mathematics
(unitary manifold space variation), physics (quantum and relativistic unification by space shape
dynamics), and chemistry (unification of chemical bond and bonding in extended nano-carbon spaces).
Methodologically, in the next section, we provide details about the construction of toroidal and
Klein bottle fullerenes made with given numbers of hexagons h, atoms N, and bonds B. An introduction
to topological distance-based descriptors (also including detailed calculations for small polyhexes) is
also provided, and the general results derived for both graphs for large N are presented. Topological
similarities between toroidal and Klein bottle graphenic nano-systems are discussed, and the article
concludes with preliminary indications about the relative chemical stability of these hexagonal
systems. The graphenic Gx,y nano-structures considered here have a zigzag Möbius edge parallel to
x with dangling bonds closed across the direction y. The results and their topo-quantum dynamical
interpretation are provided.
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This section starts with a description of the method used to build the chemical graphs of the two
graphenic nanostructures, tori and KBs. Then, distance-based topological invariants, such as the
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Figure 2. Polyhex lattice with LM = 3, LC = 1. The unit cell is the usual C-shaped cell consisting of
Figure 2. Polyhex lattice with LM = 3, LC = 1. The unit cell is the usual C-shaped cell consisting of the
the four atoms: 1, 2, 3, and 4. This graphenic lattice G3,1 has open bonds along y that are closed in a
four atoms: 1, 2, 3, and 4. This graphenic lattice G3,1 has open bonds along y that are closed in a parallel
parallel manner along x forming a cylinder: node 2 bounds 9, and 3 bounds 12. The graphenic torus
manner along x forming a cylinder: node 2 bounds 9, and 3 bounds 12. The graphenic torus T3,1 has
T3,1 has the open bonds along x closed in a parallel manner along y: 1–4, 5–8, 9–12. By sewing the open
the open bonds along x closed in a parallel manner along y: 1–4, 5–8, 9–12. By sewing the open bonds
bonds along x in the antiparallel manner (1–12, 5–8, 4–9), the Klein bottle KB3,1 is built. Nodes 1, 4,
along x in the antiparallel manner (1–12, 5–8, 4–9), the Klein bottle KB3,1 is built. Nodes 1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10,
6, 7, 9, 10, 11, and 12 are topologically equivalent to {bk } = {3,5,3}, with shrunk eccentricity ε = 3; the
with shrunk
eccentricity
= 3; the remaining
11, and 12
are topologically
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remaining
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The hexagon-tiled graphenic plane shows two sides and one edge. By changing the boundary
conditions, the torus TLM ,LC and the Klein bottle KBLM ,LC have, respectively, numbers of sides (edges)
equal to 2 (0) and 1 (0).
Here we present some practical examples. Figure 2 shows the LM =3, LC =1 honeycomb network.
This graphenic lattice may be closed in two distinct topological manners, forming the torus T3,1 or
the Klein bottle KB3,1 where h = 3, N = 12, and B = 18. In both cases, the LC hexagons are closed in
parallel along x. On the other edge, the dangling bonds belonging to the LM hexagons are closed in
parallel or antiparallel along y to form the T3,1 torus or the KB3,1 Klein bottle. Figure 3 shows more
detail of how the two closed structures T3,1 and KB3,1 are built. The populations over the coordination
shells change in a significant way depending on which of the two structures is considered.
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Figure 3. Polyhex lattices with LM 6, LC = 2. (A) The toroidal fullerene T(6,2) is made of N = 48 equivalent
Figure 3. Polyhex lattices with LM6, LC = 2. (A) The toroidal fullerene T(6,2) is made of N = 48 equivalent
nodes with w = 98. Edges are closed to form the torus by sewing the balls with the same color in a
nodes with
= 98. Edges are closed to form the torus by sewing the balls with the same color in a
parallel manner; (B) the Klein bottle KB(6,2) built by gluing, in an antiparallel manner, the nodes of
parallel manner; (B) the Klein bottle KB(6,2) built by gluing, in an antiparallel manner, the nodes of the
the zigzag edge, such as 25–24, 29–20, ..., 45–4. Black circles have the same transmission of the torus’
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Indicating with bik the number of k- neighbors of the vertex i in the graph, a quick calculation
shows that all nodes in T3,1 have the same set {bik } = {3,4,3,1}, with one node j in the fourth coordination
shell at the maximum distance dij = 4. The maximum distance from i determines the node eccentricity
εi = 4. The Klein bottle KB3,1 shows some “toroidal” nodes with the same {bik } set (namely the
vertices 2, 3, 5, and 8), and the remaining nodes have a reduced eccentricity εi = 3 and {bik } = {3,5,3}.
For example, vertex 1 in Figure 2 has three neighbors—4, 8, and 10—in the third coordination shell but
zero nodes in the fourth shell.
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Our topological modeling approach is based on the minimization of the topological invariants
promoting the most compact (minimizing W values) and most round (minimizing ρE values) structures
as the most stable systems among a given set of isomers. This paper studies the effects of the topology
in influencing the relative stability of the two isomeric structures, tori and Klein bottles, based on the
same graphenic plane GLM ,LC , in particular, the variation of the {bik } sets following the different closures
of the zigzag Möbius edge. We conclude the article by reporting an original size-dependence effect
that, for certain circumstances, makes tori and KBs topologically indistinguishable.
Table 1 lists the values of the invariants for the cases in which the length of the zigzag Möbius
edge triples the other edge LM and LC = 3LM. This is an evidently arbitrary choice intended only to
represent all cases with LC < LM − 1.
Table 1. Topological classes for the vertices of the graph KB6,2 , including eccentricity i , transmission
wi , {bik } sets, Wiener number W, and extreme topological efficiency ρE ; multiplicity is given in brackets.
T6,2 descriptors hold for all nodes of the toroidal polyhex and coincide with the last class of KB6,2 .
KB6,2 W = 4504; ρE = 98/91 = 1.0769
V
(8) v5 v8 v17 v20 v29 v32 v41 v44
(16) v6 v7 v10 v11 v18 v19 v22 v23 v30 v31 v34 v35 v42 v43 v46 v47
(16) v1 v4 v9 v12 v13 v16 v21 v24 v25 v28 v33 v36 v37 v40 v45 v48
(8) v2 v3 v14 v15 v26 v27 v38 v39

{bik }

i

wi

3 6 9 12 11 5 1
3 6 9 11 11 6 1
3 6 9 10 9 7 3
36998741

7
7
7
8

91
92
95
98

36998741

8

98

T6,2 W = 4704; ρE = 1
(48) v1, v2, . . . , v47, v48

Figure 3 illustrates the topological analysis of the two graphs T3l,l and KB3l,l with l = 2, N = 48.
All N nodes of the torus show the same transmission (1) value w = 98 with M = 8. The interesting (and
expected) fact is that eccentricities of most of the nodes of KB6,2 are smaller than the graph diameter
M. This reduction of the eccentricity is a clear effect induced by the Möbius-like sewing of the zigzag
edge. The KB6,2 diameter is still M = 8, but this value only concerns the few nodes circled in black
in Figure 3b. All the remaining nodes on the surface of the KB have eccentricities equal to M – 1,
suggesting the existence of a general topological effect that we call eccentricity shrinkage, Equation (4b).
Eccentricity shrinkage is a topological phenomenon that has been previously reported [23] for Möbius
1D graphenic (open) strips and has the overall topological effect of making KBLM ,LC topologically more
compact then TLM ,LC when LC < LM − 1. For the polyhexes in Figure 3, the Wiener index of Equation
(2) computed values W(KB) = 4504 and W(T) = 4704 confirm that KB6,2 possesses an augmented
compactness over T6,2 , that is, W(KB) < W(T). It is worth noting that W(T) = Nw. The Klein bottle
fullerene KB6,2 has a broader range of topological transmission values, from w = 91 to w = 98. Table 1
details the list of topological descriptors for each node of the KB6,2 graph, including eccentricity and
{bik } sets; descriptors for T6,2 are also provided for completeness (vertices are labeled as shown in
Figure 3). Topological descriptors group the N = 48 nodes of the KB6,2 graph into four classes of
topological equivalent vertices, with the multiplicity given in brackets in the first column of Table 1.
The 13 C NMR resonance spectrum of the carbon C48 nanostructure has such a Klein bottle topology
made of four peaks with relative intensities 1, 1, 2, and 2. We end these considerations with Table 2,
which shows the eccentricity shrinkage in passing from T3l,l to KB3l,l graphs for l = 1, 2, . . . , 9, 10.
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Table 2. For the family of graphs KB3l,l , the eccentricity {i } values are compared to the tori T3l,l
eccentricity ε for l = 1,2,..,10. Indicating with ε = min{ i }, the topological shrinkage ε < ε of the Klein
bottles is a peculiar outcome of the current study.
¯

l

KB3l,l {i } ε = min{i }
¯

T3l,l ε

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3,4 ε = 3
7,8 ε= 7
10,11,12 ε= 10
13,14,15,16 ε= 13
17,18,19,20 ε= 17
20,21,22,23,24 ε= 20
23,24,25,26,27,28 ε= 23
27,28,29,30,31,32 ε= 27
30,31,32,33,34,35,36 ε= 30
33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40 ε= 33

4
8
12
16
20
24
28
32
36
40

With the examples above, we showed the existence of the general mechanism of the topological
effect we have called eccentricity shrinkage, which is a peculiar outcome of the current study; see
Equation (4b).
This mechanism implies that, by indicating with ε the minimum value of the eccentricities of the
Klein bottle KBLM ,LC graph and with the symbol ε the eccentricity of the TLM ,LC torus with the same
pair of edges LM , LC , one can find:
ε≤ ε
(4a)
When the eccentricity shrinkage mechanism holds, the inequality is strictly respected:
ε< ε

(4b)

The main result of the present study is summarized in the following novel conjecture concerning
toroidal and Klein bottle fullerenes KBLM ,LC and TLM ,LC :
Polyhex similarity conjecture. For a given integer value LM , the shrinkage of the topological
eccentricity does not hold over the threshold LC ≥ ŁC with ŁC = LM − 1.
Formally, we then have:
ε= ε
(5a)
in the range:
LC ≥ ŁC

(5b)

ŁC = LM − 1

(5c)

where
Thus, for polyhexes KBLM ,LC ≥ LC and TLM ,LC ≥ LC , the equality ε = ε holds. By contrast, for
KBLM ,LC <LC and TLM ,LC <LC , the inequality ε < ε holds strictly, making Klein bottle fullerenes topologically
more compact than the toroidal ones.
The next section is devoted to the explanation of the above main result (5a), i.e., the existence of
a critical size LC that makes toroidal and Klein bottle polyhexes topologically indistinguishable and
vertex transitive.
3. Results: Topological Similarities between Toroidal and Klein Bottle Polyhexes
This section aims to illustrate the above polyhex similarity conjecture using examples extracted
by the numerical investigations supporting it. We start by recalling the data reported in Table 1 for the
two toroidal and Klein bottle polyhexes shown in Figure 3. The eccentricity ε = 8 of the torus T6,2 is
the upper limit of the KB6,2 eccentricities {εi } = {7,8} with the minimum value ε = 7.
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Figure 4 enables us to provide more computational details about the simple system KB3,2 , that is, a
graph with LM = 3, and LC = 2 with ŁC = 2, fully compatible with the conditions of Equation (5), leading
to the topological similarity with the torus T3,2 . We start with the graphenic open lattice G3,2 made
by N = 24 vertices, and we first close the y edge in the usual cylindrical manner, with, for example,
node 14 bonding vertices 13, 15, and 21, and so on. We know from the Klein bottle KB3,1 represented in
Figure 2 that some nodes (such as vertex 4) show ε = 3 shrunk eccentricity with respect to the node of
the torus T3,1 , having eccentricity ε = 4. In particular, vertex 4 in the Klein bottle has three vertices in
the maximum distance coordination shell d4,1 = d4,5 = d4,11 = 3. By contrast, in the torus T3,1 , the same
vertex still has three nodes in the third coordination shell d4,9 = d4,5 = d4,11 = 3 but also one node 10 at
the maximum distance d4,10 = 4 = ε. When the graphenic open lattice GLM ,LC ≥ LC is built respecting the
conditions of Equations (5b,5c) relating to the sizes of the two edges, the topological distances of the
toroidal and Klein bottle polyhexes will change in such a way that all the nodes of both graphs show
the same eccentricity ε = ε and the same set of coordination numbers {bk } with k = 1,2,..,ε. Klein bottle
polyhexes KBLM ,LC ≥ LC are made by the vertex transitive graph with the same invariants (1,2,3) shown
by the nodes of the TLM ,LC ≥ LC tori.
The following numerical test focuses again on node 4 of the T3,2 torus and KB3,2 graphs in Figure 4.
For the torus, the three nodes with distances equal to 4 are vertices 10, 16, 20, 22, and 24, and one node
is at distance d4,23 = 5 = ε. In the Klein bottle KB3,2 , the antiparallel closure makes node 23 closer to
node 4, at d4,23 = 3, with four nodes in the fourth coordination shell—10, 16, 18, 20, and 24—and one
node at the maximum distance d4,19 = 5. This example fortifies the conjectured similarity among tori
and KBs when LC ≥ ŁC .
Table 3 shows a larger numerical test confirming the main result of Equation (5a) of the current
work and therefore supports the existence of a critical size ŁC = LM − 1 of Equation (5c) making toroidal
and Klein bottle polyhexes topologically indistinguishable. For the two families of graphs KBLM ,LC ,
LM = 5,6 and LC = 1, 2, . . . ; the eccentricity {i } values are compared with the eccentricity ε of the
isomeric tori. In both cases, the topological shrinkage of the eccentricity ε < ε takes place in the region
LC < ŁC , confirming the outcome of the current study. We also note that ε = ε = 2LC for LC > ŁC in both
cases when LM = 5,6.
The current results show that the Klein bottle KBLM ,LC cubic graphs are topologically
indistinguishable from the toroidal lattices TLM ,LC with the same size (N, LC , LM ) when LC ≥ ŁC ;
see Equation (5c).
This result implies that an observer sitting on a KB node sees (i) the same coordination numbers{bk }
that characterize the vertices of the isomeric torus TLM ,LC ; (ii) that the Klein bottle graph has become
vertex transitive with all nodes sharing the same {bk }.
A graph traveler arriving at the nodes of the Klein bottle fullerenes is no longer able to distinguish
among them nor to determine if they are staying on a torus by simply measuring the chemical
distances. This size-induced symmetry transition for Klein bottle cubic graphs represents a relevant
topological effect with deep influences on the electronic properties of these theoretical graphenic
nanosystems. Such intriguing topological phenomena may relate to the formation and propagation
of the quasi-quantum bosonic particle called the bondon [24], carrying certain topological chemical
bonding information along a chemical structure—with more thermochemical observable effects when
it relates to extended graphenic systems [25,26]. Bondonic theory may also eventually explain the
homologies of chemical structures, as proven by the aid of the symmetry breaking mechanism, thus
balancing the fermionic vs. bosonic (in)formation with direct influence on the aromatic or reactivity
degree of a certain compound [27].
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Table 3. For LM = 5,6, the eccentricities { i } of the KBLM ,LC graphs are compared with the toroidal case,
LC = 1, 2, . . . . Graphs with LC < LM − 1 show the topological shrinkage of the eccentricity ε < ε and
Wiener index WKB < WT ; for LC ≥ LM − 1, the KB graphs are topologically equivalent, ε = ε , to the tori
TLM ,LC of the same sizes with WKB = WT .
LM = 5, ŁC = 4; for LC ≥ ŁC , the two polyhexes are equivalent.
LC

KB5,LC {i } ε = min{i }

WKB

T5,LC ε

WT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
20
25

4,5,6 ε = 4
6,7 ε = 6
7,8 ε = 7
9ε=9
10 ε = 10
12 ε = 12
14 ε = 14
16 ε = 16
18 ε = 18
20 ε = 20
30 ε = 30
40 ε = 40
50 ε = 50

528
2800
7632
16,000
29,000
48,000
74,200
108,800
153,000
208,000
687,000
1,616,000
3,145,000

6
7
8
9
10
12
14
16
18
20
30
40
50

600
2880
7680
16,000
29,000
48,000
74,200
108,800
153,000
208,000
687,000
1,616,000
3,145,000

LM = 6, ŁC = 5; for LC ≥ ŁC , the two polyhexes are equivalent.
LC

KB6,LC {i } ε = min{i }

WKB

T6,LC ε

WT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
15
20
25

4,5,6,7 ε = 4
7,8 ε = 7
8,9 ε = 8
9,10 ε = 9
11 ε = 11
12 ε = 12
14 ε = 14
16 ε = 16
18 ε = 18
20 ε = 20
30 ε = 30
40 ε = 40
50 ε = 50

860
4504
12,084
24,880
44,400
72,288
110,544
160,896
225,072
304,800
997,200
2,337,600
4,542,000

7
8
9
10
11
12
14
16
18
20
30
40
50

1008
4704
12,240
24,960
44,400
72,288
110,544
160,896
225,072
304,800
997,200
2,337,600
4,542,000

We end this section with some preliminary considerations concerning the chemical stability of a
graphenic structure having the Klein bottle topology. Pioneering work on this subject may be found in
a previous study [28]. Here, we report two concurrent topological characteristics that make the Klein
bottle KBLM ,LC a good candidate for being a stable and synthesizable carbon nanostructure.
The above statement is based on the two main outcomes of the present study:
â

â

LC < ŁC : in this region, the eccentricity shrinkage of Equation (4b) holds and the Klein bottle is
therefore more compact than the toroidal graphenic structure with equal size. The Wiener indices
(2) of the Klein bottles are lower than those of the tori; see Table 3.
LC ≥ ŁC : in this region, the conjectured topological similarity of Equation (5a) holds and the Klein
bottle thus becomes topologically equivalent to the isomeric toroidal polyhex sharing the same
values of W and ρE ; see Figure 5.



LC < LC: in this region, the eccentricity shrinkage of Equation (4b) holds and the Klein bottle is
therefore more compact than the toroidal graphenic structure with equal size. The Wiener
indices (2) of the Klein bottles are lower than those of the tori; see Table 3.
 LC ≥ LC: in this region, the conjectured topological similarity of Equation (5a) holds and the Klein
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(6)

In Equation (6), the two topological structures mutually measure each other in an entangled
state with energies EKB and ET as the forward and reversal times of t+ and t_ flows, and with the
respective ordering (i.e., observably related) of parameters of λT and λKB . The future challenge will be
to properly assess the topological parameters of the manifold observable many-world physical factors
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(e.g., establishing the degree to which the nano-structural and topological critical extended parameter
LC accounts for the forward and reversal time, in a topo-quantum space–time unification approach,
or the degree to which the topological roundness ρE influences the observable (e.g., thermochemical,
nuclear, magnetic, and electronic) parameters through the order parameters λKB,T , and so on).
Moreover, with the further exploration of other topological manifolds that are derived or
transformed from the graphenic projective surface, one will eventually establish the graphenic
branching-states as the true dynamic quantum space in which the entire nano-world coexists at
“the bottom of the world”, according to the famous terms of Richard Feynman’s prediction, yet
with the “curvature/potential” emerging into the observable and peculiarly controlled nano-chemical
synthesizable structures.
4. Conclusions
By varying the topology of the polyhexes, from tori to Klein bottles, we observed the general
mechanism that we called the eccentricity shrinkage consisting of the relationship ε < ε between
the eccentricities of tori ε and Klein bottles ε. Moreover, a newly conjectured topological symmetry
between the two kinds of graphs occurs when the critical size LC ≥ ŁC is imposed on the systems.
In particular, under this condition, the translation invariance typical of the graphenic tori also becomes
a topological property of the Klein bottle polyhexes, thus making these Klein bottle graphs vertex
transitive, and suggesting that they may have the same topological stability of graphene. Therefore,
they may be synthesizable as actual chemical structures. This is an intriguing possibility that is worthy
of further theoretical and experimental (quantum) investigation.
Furthermore, as recently launched, Wolfram’s computational unification of curved space
with quantum theory with the aid of topological rolled and curved surfaces and particles
(i.e., wave-packaging; equivalence of space curvature; and the topologically allied indices of torsion,
time–space curvature, acceleration, bifurcations, topological evolving manifolds, many-worlds
superposition and interference, and entanglement) offers a mathematically and computationally
wider framework for the present topological Klein bottle/tori equivalence approach [33]. As such, the
so-called (as abstracted from Wolfram’s writings) branchial space, branchial motion, entanglement
horizon, or maximal speed of motion (that is, ζ, with respect to the maximum topological eccentricity
of a given graphenic nano-space) in branchial space is eventually related to the quantum Zeno
effect. A generalization of Einstein’s space curvature invariance ρ (with respect to the sphericity
index of a given graphenic nano-space) occurs in conjunction with the multiway causal graph or
the space–time curvature relating to the uncertainty quantum principle. All such tools for the
geometrization of the complexity space (of the cosmos, nature, and nano-materials) may ultimately
result in the nano-topo unification of the quantum and relativity theories (that is, both special and
general) through the manifolds of many-world (viz. quantum), space–time coupled (or entangled)
dynamics (see Appendix A). It is nevertheless true that nano-topologies in general and those specifically
based on or derived from a graphenic nano-projective space may offer a computational experimental
space for simulating and understanding (at the ontological level) the micro-folded and macro-unfolded
universes. Such endeavors should continue to be necessary in the coming years.
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Appendix A. On Topological and Quantum Coverings of Nano-Space
The coverage of nano-space by carbon allotropes has been a constant source of fascination, in
terms of both topological and chemical synthesis. During the past 50 years, significant milestones
have been represented by the discoveries (via experimental evidence and structural characterization)
of fullerene [34] and graphene [35]. Accordingly, novel nano-architecture spaces have emerged in
single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) [36]. The coalescence reactions of SWNTs [37] are considered classical
examples of nano-chemistry. Furthermore, from an exotic perspective, foam-like carbon structures
related to schwarzite [38] represent infinite periodic minimal surfaces of negative curvature containing
polygons of size larger than hexagons (in comparison to graphite) that induce a negative curvature.
Units of such structures appear in nanotube junctions, produced in an electron beam [39], with wide
potential applications in molecular electronics [40]. In addition, although carbon nano-chemistry has
resulted in significant technological and experimental advances, a wide range of challenges remain
to be conquered. However, nano-carbon allotropes have revealed experimental surfaces that allow
unique and innovative connection with mathematical and topological experiments [41,42]—that is,
employing the mathematical laboratory in the analysis of examples, testing of ideas, or search for
new patterns. In this context, a plethora of theoretical models have been advanced either for already
existing nanostructures (as outlined previously) or experimentally designed new nanostructures,
in a mathematical-topological manner. For instance, the first fullerene computational modeling
was undertaken nearly three decades ago by topological means (i.e., chemical graphs) [43,44] and
subsequently advanced to renewed means [45]. These have been accompanied by systematic studies
of the embedding of the hexagonal trivalent (6,3) net; that is, the drawing of a graph on a (closed)
surface with no crossed lines (cf., the Schäfli notation). In the torus or cylinder, this is predominantly
achieved by the well-known method of graphite zone-folding; see Figure A1, top [46–49]. More recent
developments include density and functional theory-based investigations [50], and studies of the
negative curvature of nano-architectures [51,52]. These latter developments provide an explanation for
natural micro-pores with low densities appearing in natural materials as zeolites. In particular, such
pores can be simulated, e.g., by structures tessellated entirely by heptagons (e.g., the Klein tessellation)
embedded into infinite periodic surfaces of negative curvature of genus >1. At this point, one arrives
at the so-called Smale’s paradox of topology, which represents, in dynamical space, spheres and tori
everted (i.e., turned inside out) by smooth transformations. The paradox expresses that fact that,
although the direct surface is an orientable one, the everted one means that the act of turning the
surface inside-out implies that the half-way surface is non-orientable in any instance. An object that
originates from such an operation is the Klein bottle (Figure A1, bottom) [53].
In addition to having no direct 3D realization, this appears in the 3D embedded forms of
Figure A1 with a 2D surface carrying neither a global surface outside nor a global surface inside.
Moreover, it transcends the ordinary topological half-way surface transformation, with no such
transformation occurring in the case of the Klein bottle, which is the only remaining case related to
holonic transformation. At this point, the topology should be linked with quantum mechanics rather
than ordinary mechanics, while allowing holonic transformation, such as the theory of hidden variables
(that is, topological parameters in the current paper) prescribes and is currently advocated [54–60].
A useful exercise for such topo-quantum links employs the Klein bottle’s “Möbius strip(s) cuttings”
representation of Figure A1 (right). To it, one can assign the quaternion vector a + bi + cj +
dk with the following coordinates: the inside-out position (by “a”, e.g., a = 0,1, via quantum
logic and, thus, the quantum information approach); position b∈[0,I] along the length (I) of the
Klein bottle diagram; position c∈[0,J] along the height (J) of the Klein bottle diagram; and “the 4D
completeness information” d associated with the in-point-assignment (e.g., by 4D rotation algebra
space or by Pauli matrices’ spin algebra space) of any information contained therein, associated with
the gluing diagram. Once the algebraic assignment is completed, one can pursue a finite-dimensional
quaternionic quantum formalism for the description of quantum states, quantum channels, and
quantum measurements [61–66]. In addition, the present results show that the next quantum
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frontier experiments should involve the nano-space dynamics of nano-tori and Klein bottle graphenic
structures, and their interconnected and entangled multi-spaces; that is, Equation (6) of the main
text. This corresponds with mixing topological mathematics with the theories of quantum mechanical
interpretation and observations, and particularly the theory of multi-verses [30–32]. Furthermore,
the current context is a mathematical and computational movement aimed at unifying the big two
physical theories—namely, quantum mechanics and general relativity—in terms of space mathematics
and computational confinement and dynamics, as we referred to in the recently launched project of
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